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AAAAbstractbstractbstractbstract    
The hippocampal formation forms a circuit of cytoarchitectonically distinct subregions, and 

substantial evidence suggests each region makes unique computational contributions that 

support spatial and episodic memory. With aging, hippocampal subfields undergo unique 

neurobiological alterations, and primate in vivo work making use of both MR imaging and 

chronic neural recording devices has important links to changes seen in nonprimate animal 

models with aging (Thome et al., 2016; Yassa et al., 2011a; Yassa et al., 2010).  While MRI offers 

a noninvasive way to study the hippocampal subfields, identifying hippocampal subregions 

without using post mortem histology is a challenge.  When different research labs attempted to 

identify the hippocampal subregions using a single subject’s MRI, researchers showed 

significant disagreement in where to label different subregions (Yushkevich et al., 2015a). 

Alternatively, chronic neural recording devices offer an invasive solution to studying 

hippocampal subfields. However, it is currently not clear whether the mechanical trauma and 

foreign body response produced by neural recording devices disrupts neural circuits critical for 

behavior.  Here, my colleagues and I address these issues with in vivo primate research.  

Chapter I provides a general introduction to the hippocampal circuits and changes observed in 

aging.  Chapter II presents novel methods for construction of a histology-driven MRI atlas of 

nonhuman primate hippocampus that addresses accurate identification of hippocampal 

subfields in MR images.  Chapter III presents empirical work that examines whether chronic 

neural recording devices targeted at the hippocampus affect recognition memory.  Finally, 

Chapter IV provides a general discussion of both works in the context of the broader literature. 
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Chapter I: Chapter I: Chapter I: Chapter I: General General General General IIIIntroductionntroductionntroductionntroduction    
The hippocampus is an evolutionarily conserved brain structure found in mammals that 

has structural homologues in all vertebrate species (Aboitiz et al., 2003).  The region appears to 

have evolved to support spatial navigation, as lesions to the hippocampus and its homologues 

have been shown to produce navigation deficits in fish, reptiles, birds, mammals, and humans 

(Bartsch et al., 2010; Bingman et al., 1990; Kimble, 1963; Rodriguez et al., 2002).  In humans, 

the region is known to support memory more generally as lesions to the region result in an 

inability to make new memories (Penfield and Milner, 1958).  In the last century of research on 

the hippocampal formation, the region has become an interdisciplinary hub where researchers 

studying behavior (Penfield and Milner, 1958), molecular/cellular biology (Morris et al., 1986), 

electrophysiology (Bliss and Lomo, 1973; O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), neural computation 

(Marr, 1971), aging (Willoughby, 1929), and disease (Alzheimer, 1906) come together to build 

an understanding of how the brain stores memories.  Early hippocampal research described its 

cytoarchitectonically distinct subregions (Lorente De Nó, 1934), and today we know that these 

subregions differ in their support of different behaviors (Kesner et al., 2004), cell-type makeup 

(Wheeler et al., 2015), ensemble dynamics (Lee et al., 2004; Neunuebel and Knierim, 2014), 

susceptibility to age related change (Thome et al., 2016; Vieweg et al., 2015b; Wilson et al., 

2005; Yassa et al., 2011b), susceptibility to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology (Braak and 

Braak, 1997; Braak et al., 2006; Thal et al., 2000), and purported computational functions (Rolls 

and Kesner, 2006).   

Studying hippocampal subfields in primates in vivo offers the ability to verify findings 

from rodent models and to link cognition to the underlying neurobiology.  However, this line of 
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research also comes with unique challenges.  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers a non-

invasive way to study the brain and behavior, and is capable of measuring the activity of the 

entire hippocampus at once.  However, a study that quantified how different research groups 

located each hippocampal subregion found significant disagreement between research groups 

(Yushkevich et al., 2015a), suggesting that new methods of subfield identification are necessary 

to achieve accurate subfield identification.  Chronic neural recording devices, offer another 

attractive solution to in vivo subfield research.  Moveable tetrode-style electrode devices can 

record tens to hundreds of neurons at once and are ideal for subfield research due to the ability 

to reconstruct precise location of each recording session post mortem.  However, it is currently 

not clear whether the mechanical trauma and foreign body response produced by neural 

recording devices disrupts neural circuits critical for behavior.  

During my thesis work, my colleagues and I addressed these two methodological 

problems and present the results in two chapters.  Chapter II presents work on a new type of 

brain atlas that represents an advance in how hippocampal subfields can be identified in vivo 

using magnetic resonance images.  Chapter III presents data that suggests invasive electrode 

implants do not affect behavior in a recognition memory task.  In each of these works, special 

emphasis is placed on aging; the atlas of chapter I is developed with the aim of being 

representative of the full range of ages and chapter II uses a novel application of non-

parametric statistics to ensure that behavior is not differentially effected by electrode implants 

across the lifespan.  The remainder of this chapter presents a general review of the circuitry of 

the hippocampus, and the neurobiological, functional, and structural changes to the 

hippocampal subfields that occur with aging. 
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CircuitryCircuitryCircuitryCircuitry    of the hippocampof the hippocampof the hippocampof the hippocampusususus    

The hippocampus receives its primary input via the perforant path where axons from 

layer II of the entorhinal cortex perforate the hippocampal sulcus, make synaptic connections 

to the dendrites of granule cells in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus (DG) and in the 

stratum lacunosum moleculare (distal apical dendrites) of CA3 pyramidal cells.  DG mossy fibers 

project to CA3 where they form synapses in the stratum oriens and stratum radiatum.  CA3 

Schaffer collaterals project to the stratum radiatum and stratum orients of CA1.  CA1 then 

sends projections to subiculum.  CA1 and subiculum also receive input from layer III of the 

entorhinal cortex.  Finally, CA1 and subiculum are considered the major output regions of the 

hippocampus and connect back to layer V of the entorhinal cortex as well as many other 

cortical and subcortical targets (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). 

Neurobiological changesNeurobiological changesNeurobiological changesNeurobiological changes    with agingwith agingwith agingwith aging    

While early work characterizing changes to the hippocampal formation during aging 

emphasized degeneration (e.g., Scheibel et al., 1976), it has become clear that cell loss is not a 

significant contribution to age related changes in the region (Morrison and Hof, 1997).  Several 

reports using stereological cell counting techniques show little to no neuron loss in the aging 

hippocampus (Keuker et al., 2003; Lister and Barnes, 2009; West et al., 1994).  However, there 

are a number of neurobiological changes and selected synapse loss that have been reported to 

occur with aging (Burke and Barnes, 2006).  While a thorough synthesis of the changes in the 

hippocampus that occur with aging is beyond the scope of this thesis, I will summarize some of 

those changes below.   
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NonNonNonNon----localized changeslocalized changeslocalized changeslocalized changes    

A number of age related changes to the hippocampus have been observed to affect the 

whole structure.  Among these, there appears to be less cholinergic drive to all hippocampal 

areas examined in nonhuman primates (Calhoun et al., 2004) and rodents (Shen and Barnes, 

1996).  In rodents, increased gap junction connectivity has been observed in DG, CA3, and CA1 

(Barnes et al., 1987).  Deficits in long term potentiation (LTP) have also been observed in DG, 

CA3, and CA1, albeit with differences in the nature of the deficit in each region (Burke and 

Barnes, 2006).  Finally, there appears to be selected synapse loss observed in all regions as 

synaptophysin labeling is decreased in the middle molecular layer of DG, stratum lucidum of 

CA3, and the stratum radiatum of CA1 (Smith et al., 2000). 

Dentate GyrusDentate GyrusDentate GyrusDentate Gyrus    

With age, it appears that the nature of input to the dentate gyrus changes.  DG granule 

cells receive fewer axospinous synapses from medial entorhinal cortex with aging (Geinisman et 

al., 1995; Geinisman et al., 1992), but remaining synapses are more powerful (Barnes and 

McNaughton, 1980), and EPSP quantal size increases (Foster et al., 1991).  This suggests that 

aging results in perforant path inputs that are increasingly sparse, yet powerful.  Similarly, a 

change in receptor makeup is also observed, with upregulation of AMPA receptors and 

downregulation of NMDA receptors (Yang et al., 2008).  In regard to LTP, DG shows a decrease 

in maintenance with aging (Barnes, 1979).  The type of LTP in DG has been shown to be NMDA-

R dependent and mediated by D-serine, however, addition of exogenous D-serine did not 

rescue LTP in DG as it has been shown to in CA1 (Labarriere et al., 2014).  Finally, despite the 

decrease in synapse number, receptor changes, and LTP deficits, it has been observed that DG 

granule cells exhibit increased dendritic branching (Flood et al., 1987). 
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CA3CA3CA3CA3    

The emerging picture in CA3 is that the region becomes hyperexcitable with aging.  This 

is, in part, likely due to decreased inhibition as a decrease in GABA synthesis marker GAD67 is 

observed in aged animals (Thome et al., 2016; Villanueva-Castillo et al., 2017).  A recent 

investigation into mossy fiber projections from DG onto CA3 principal cells corroborate this 

hyperexcitability hypothesis.  The authors found that interneuron-mediated inhibition is 

reduced and intrinsic excitability of CA3 principal cells increases (Villanueva-Castillo et al., 

2017).  Finally, excitability may be exacerbated by deficits in LTD as it has also been shown that 

mGluR dependent LTD was reduced in an age impaired group relative to an age unimpaired 

group at associative/commissural to CA3 synapses- an effect correlated with behavior (Yang et 

al., 2013). 

CA1CA1CA1CA1    

In contrast to CA3, downstream region CA1 shows no increase in firing rate with aging 

(Wilson et al., 2005).  There appears to be no reduction in synaptic contacts in CA1 with aging 

(Burke and Barnes, 2006), however, Schaffer collateral synaptic contacts in the stratum 

radiatum show reduced postsynaptic density size in old rats at AMPAR rich perforated 

postsynaptic densities (Nicholson and Geinisman, 2009; Nicholson et al., 2004), which could 

counteract the increased firing rates seen in CA3.  CA1 pyramidal cells also have an increased 

density of L-type CA2+ channels (Thibault and Landfield, 1996), which underlies the larger after 

hyperpolarizing potentials in these cells (Landfield and Pitler, 1984).  The prevailing view is that 

the increase in L-type CA2+ channels and CA2+ dysregulation, more generally, result in elevated 

calcium concentration which increases long term depression (LTD) with aging (Sama and Norris, 

2013).  It is currently unclear whether increases in L-type CA2+ channels are specific to CA1 in 
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normal aging, but this appears to be the case in mouse models of Alzheimer's disease (Wang 

and Mattson, 2014).  Therefore, in contrast to CA3, it appears that several factors act to reduce 

the excitability of CA1 neurons with aging. 

Functional changesFunctional changesFunctional changesFunctional changes    with agingwith agingwith agingwith aging    

Dentate gyrusDentate gyrusDentate gyrusDentate gyrus    

Although DG has been implicated as a crucial region in supporting many navigation 

behaviors (Gilbert et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2014; Morris et al., 2012), little is known about how DG 

specifically contributes to age related memory change.  It does appear that a reduction in 

axospinous synapses in the dentate gyrus is correlated with spatial memory deficits in aged rats 

(Geinisman et al., 1986).  Further, aged rodents exhibit fewer Arc positive cells and, in primates, 

DG cerebral blood volume (CBV), a correlate of regional energy metabolism, is anti-correlated 

with age and positively correlated with DNMS memory behavior (Small et al., 2004).  Finally, a 

study using the transcription factor zif268/egr1 as a marker for neural activity demonstrated 

that between episodes in the same environment, aged animals had less overlap in zif268/egr1 

positive neurons (Marrone et al., 2011), an effect interpreted as increased pattern separation.  

This age-related change in pattern separation was cognitively significant, as less pattern 

separation within a single environment was associated with better spatial recognition 

performance.   

CA3CA3CA3CA3    

Recently, it was shown that hyper excitability is anti-correlated with memory 

performance in CA3 of nonhuman primates (Thome et al., 2016), and combined DG/CA3 BOLD 

signal of humans (Yassa et al., 2011a).  These studies complement a previous report which 

found that CA3 neurons in aging brains had higher firing rates, exhibited increased firing rates 
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in novel compared to familiar environments, had larger place fields, and showed a failure to 

remap in a new environment (Wilson et al., 2005).  Taken together, the failure to remap found 

by (Wilson et al., 2005), the hyperactivity-linked deficits in visual pattern separation found by 

Yassa et al. (2011a), and the aberrant pattern separation in DG observed by (Marrone et al., 

2011) put forth a convincing argument that the neural machinery involved in pattern separation 

becomes faulty with advanced age. 

CA1CA1CA1CA1    

As is the case with the dentate gyrus, little is known about how CA1 specifically 

contributes to age related memory change.  What has been shown is that NMDAR-dependent 

(Ekstrom et al., 2001) place field expansion is decreased in aged rats (Shen et al., 1997), and 

rescued with NMDAR competitive antagonist memantine (Burke et al., 2008).  Additionally, it 

has been observed that CA1 place cells can occasionally remap in a previously learned 

environment in aged animals (Barnes et al., 1997).  Conversely, it appears that when CA1 cells 

don’t remap, their place fields are more similar episode to episode compared to young rats 

(Wilson et al., 2005), which have been shown to slowly evolve from one episode to another in 

young rodents (Leutgeb et al., 2004).  

Structural changesStructural changesStructural changesStructural changes    with agingwith agingwith agingwith aging    

It is well documented that whole brain volume decreases with aging (Fotenos et al., 

2008), yet, the field remains divided on whether volumetric changes occur in the aging 

hippocampus.  In rhesus macaques, it appears that there is no whole hippocampal volume loss 

(Shamy et al., 2006), however, small changes in volume to individual subfields or whole 

hippocampal volume have been observed in several human in vivo imaging studies (for review, 

see de Flores et al., 2015).  Unfortunately, there is no consistent finding regarding volume loss 
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in particular hippocampal subregions (de Flores et al., 2015).  Part of this inconsistency may 

derive from the inconsistency in in vivo human subfield definitions (Yushkevich et al., 2015a), a 

key motivator for the work present in chapter I.  Additionally, most of the studies surveyed by 

de Flores et al. (2015) correct only for intracranial volume, making it unclear whether the 

hippocampal formation plays a significant role in total brain volume lost with aging or loses 

volume at a similar rate to the rest of the brain (Fotenos et al., 2008).  In the realm of synaptic 

connections though, MRI imaging has replicated the loss of perforant path input to the 

hippocampus observed in animal models (Yassa et al., 2010). 
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AAAAbstractbstractbstractbstract    

Identification of primate hippocampal subfields in vivo using structural MRI imaging relies on 

variable anatomical guidelines, signal intensity differences, and heuristics to differentiate 

between regions (Yushkevich et al., 2015a).  Thus, a clear anatomically-driven basis for subfield 

demarcation is lacking.  Recent work, however, has begun to develop methods to use ex vivo 

histology or ex vivo MRI (Adler et al., 2014; Iglesias et al., 2015) that have the potential to 

inform subfield demarcations of in vivo images.  For optimal results, however, ex vivo and in 

vivo images should ideally be matched within the same subjects, with the goal to develop a 

neuroanatomically-driven basis for in vivo structural MRI images.  Here, we address this issue in 

young and aging rhesus macaques (young n=5 and old n=5) using ex vivo Nissl-stained sections 

in which we identified the dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2, CA1, subiculum, presubiculum, and 

parasubiculum guided by morphological cell properties (30 μm thick sections spaced at 240μm 

intervals and imaged at 161 nm/pixel).  The histologically identified boundaries were merged 

with in vivo structural MRIs (0.625 x 0.625 x 1 mm) from the same subjects via iterative rigid 

and diffeomorphic registration resulting in probabilistic atlases of young and old rhesus 

macaques.  Our results indicate stability in hippocampal subfield volumes over an age range of 

13 to 32 years, consistent with previous results showing preserved whole hippocampal volume 

in aged macaques (Shamy et al., 2006).  Together, our methods provide a novel approach for 

identifying hippocampal subfields in non-human primates and a potential “ground truth” for 

more accurate identification of hippocampal subfield boundaries on in vivo MRIs.  This could, in 

turn, have applications in humans where within-subject comparisons are typically not possible. 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

An important goal for behavioral and systems neuroscientists is to translate knowledge 

gained from nonhuman animals into a deeper understanding of the human brain and cognitive 

processes.  Leyla de Toledo-Morrell leaves behind a solid legacy of scientific discovery and 

achievement in this field through her work on animal models of normative brain aging, as well 

as on normal and pathological human aging.  She published some of the earliest 

electrophysiological and cognitive work on the aging rat (de Toledo-Morrell and Morrell, 1985) 

and then moved her focus to human aging and imaging methodologies.  Her work illustrates 

how she was conceptually inspired by results from basic science experiments in rodents – and 

then used these results to generate and test hypotheses about normal human brain aging 

(Rogalski et al., 2012; Stoub et al., 2012).  These experiments provide strong support for the 

idea that axons from the entorhinal cortex projecting to the hippocampus are pruned as part of 

the normative biological aging process in mammals.  Leyla de Toledo-Morrell also made 

important research contributions to the field of Alzheimer’s disease.  In a recent study, she and 

her colleagues identified methods to detect very early signs of disease onset that give great 

hope for testing and detecting brain changes in response to early treatment interventions 

(Stoub et al., 2014).  In this vein, we believe the data presented here reflect questions that 

would have captured her scientific curiosity, and of course are in the spirit of her commitment 

to translating data collected in animal models to inform analytic approaches to brain structure 

and function in humans.   

 There have been a number of large recent efforts directed towards more accurately 

identifying boundaries that define the entire hippocampus (Frisoni and Jack, 2015) or even the 

subfields within the structure (Adler et al., 2014; Iglesias et al., 2015; Yushkevich et al., 2015a; 
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Yushkevich et al., 2015b).  This is a particularly important effort for a number of reasons, 

including the fact that there is substantial evidence that the component parts of the 

hippocampus and surrounding regions of cortex make unique computational contributions to 

the circuit.  In particular, evidence from human neuroimaging suggests that hippocampal 

subfields play distinct roles in memory processing, particularly pattern separation and 

completion (Bakker et al., 2008; Stokes et al., 2015), converging with multiple rodent studies 

(Guzowski et al., 2004; Neunuebel and Knierim, 2014).  Furthermore, there appear to be 

differences in which hippocampal subfields are most susceptible to age-related neural decline 

in humans (Vieweg et al., 2015a; Yassa et al., 2011a), monkeys (Thome et al., 2016), and rats 

(Wilson et al., 2005).  Thus, individual deterioration of these components in aging, or in age-

related diseases, would be expected to have different cognitive consequences.  Therefore, 

obtaining a better understanding of hippocampal subfield anatomy and physiology, and how it 

might differ as a function of aging, is an important research goal on several fronts.   

In humans, numerous attempts have been made to define the boundaries of 

hippocampal subfields in vivo (Ekstrom et al., 2009; Kerchner et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2007; 

Suthana et al., 2015; Yushkevich et al., 2015a; Zeineh et al., 2000; Zeineh et al., 2001).  A recent 

paper, however, illustrated significant differences in the agreement and alignment of different 

high-resolution hippocampal MRI subfield tracing procedures (Yushkevich et al., 2015a), 

potentially challenging some of these efforts.  While the findings from Yushkevich et al. indicate 

inconsistency of subfield labeling protocols used by different laboratories to demarcate regions 

using structural MRI, these differences could come about for a variety of reasons.  One 

possibility is the issue of inter-rater reliability, in which different individuals demarcate subfields 
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at different places.  Most inter-rater reliability scores within a laboratory, however, are typically 

high (i.e., dice coefficients of around 0.75-0.95 (Entis et al., 2012; Yushkevich et al., 2015a).  

Therefore, a difference in the protocols themselves, is the more likely explanation for the 

differences observed between laboratories (Yushkevich et al., 2015a).  These differences could 

arise due to lack of clear signal/contrast intensity cues in the MRI capable of indicating 

boundaries between subfields.  Thus, the need for anatomically-driven guidelines are critical 

issues to address, and in fact, are the focus of current efforts of the Hippocampal Subfield 

Segmentation Summit group, which seeks to develop guidelines for identifying human 

hippocampal subfields (Wisse et al., 2016a). 

 Another source of variability are the differences in subfield locations between subjects.  

Indeed, the vast majority of subfield protocols are based on histologically identified subfield 

locations in single subjects, which are then applied to label in vivo MRIs from other individuals.  

This approach is problematic because cell morphology cannot be deduced from MRIs, and 

therefore, it is difficult to label subfields with confidence.  We note that while ex vivo MRIs can 

be harnessed and compared with post-mortem brains (Augustinack et al., 2014), it is not clear 

whether ex vivo MRI images will provide informative markers that can help to label subfields in 

in vivo MRIs.  Because in vivo MRIs and ex vivo histological sections are extremely rare within 

the same human subject, using nonhuman primates offers a comparative anatomy approach to 

address the issue of inter-individual variability.  Additionally, it is even more rare to have both 

young and aged histological sections of the human hippocampus that might reveal subfield 

volume changes that occur with age. Thus, developing protocols for matching histology to MRI 
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in young and aged macaque brains also allows us to address how age impacts hippocampal 

subfield morphology. 

 To address these issues, we turned to nonhuman primates to describe a novel approach 

to demarcate subfields based on Nissl-stained sections.  These labels are then projected onto in 

vivo MRIs from the same monkey by registering the histological images to the structural scans.  

Together, this approach offers a new method for labeling hippocampal subfields of nonhuman 

primates on MRIs based on histological definitions, with the ability to compare between age 

groups and potentially to extrapolate to humans.   

MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods    

SubjectsSubjectsSubjectsSubjects    

Five young adult (13.4 – 17.6 years) and five aged (24.6 – 31.7 years) rhesus monkeys 

(Macaca mulatta) served as subjects.  Groups were made up of both females (2 young and 1 

aged) and males (3 young and 4 aged).  The age of each monkey can be multiplied by 3 to 

provide an approximate comparison to equivalent human ages (Tigges et al., 1988).  All of the 

animals were housed in pairs and were provided environmental enrichment including 

monitored socialization in a large outdoor pen, behavioral testing and regular fruits and 

vegetables. 

 Laboratory primate chow was provided on a twice-daily regimen without dietary 

restriction.  Water was provided in the home cage on an ad libitum basis and the primate 

colony was kept on an alternating 12 h light/dark cycle schedule.  All experimental procedures 

were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines and were 

approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the California National Primate 

Research Center and the University of California, Davis. 
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Histological proceduresHistological proceduresHistological proceduresHistological procedures    

At necropsy, the subjects were transcardially perfused for 2 min with 1% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, followed by an 8 min perfusion with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, and finally a 50 min perfusion with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer.  After removal from the skull, the brains were 

post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer.  Brains were then blocked in the 

coronal plane caudal to the retrosplenial cortex.  The two blocks of each brain were 

cryoprotected prior to freezing by placing them into 10% glycerol with 2% DMSA in 0.1M 

phosphate buffer for 24 hours and then into 20% glycerol with 2% DMSO in 0.1M phosphate 

buffer for 72 hours.  The brains were frozen in isopentane chilled with dry ice in an ethanol 

bath.  The brains were coronally sectioned at 30 µm on a sliding microtome.  Sections were 

collected in four series, one of which was Nissl-stained for the entire extent of the brain.  Nissl-

stained slides through the hippocampal region were scanned (each monkey contributing 

between 67-83 sections) using an Olympus VS 110 Virtual Slide Microscope system at the 

California National Primate Research Center.  Scans were performed with an Olympus PlanSApo 

10X/0.40 lens and an Olympus XC10 camera.  These scanned sections were then used for 

subregion tracing to cover hippocampal regions corresponding to the area of the brain between 

plates 60-98 in the (Paxinos et al., 2009) atlas of the rhesus macaque.   

Magnetic resonance imaging 

Monkeys were anesthetized with ketamine (20 mg/kg, intra muscular (i.m.)), 

dexametatomidine (30 mcg/kg i.m.), and atropine (0.004 mg/kg i.m.).  The subject’s head was 

then placed in an MRI compatible stereotaxic frame and positioned within the standard 

quadrature radiofrequency coil used for human imaging.  Eighty contiguous 1 mm coronal T1-
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weighted images of the whole brain were acquired for each monkey on a 1.5 T GE Sigma 

Horizon L NV/I MRI system (GE Medical Systems) with version 84 M4 software at the UC Davis 

imaging Research Center, Sacramento, CA.  A radio frequency spoiled gradient recalled echo 

sequence (3D SPGR) was used with the following parameters: time repetition 21 ms, time echo 

7.9 ms (full echo), flip angle 30°, field of view 16 x 16 cm, acquisition matrix 256 x 256, NEX 4 

(no phase wrap option), and bandwidths 1563kHz.  Each monkey’s anesthesia was reversed 

with atipamezole (30 mcg/kg) post scan. The gradient subsystem of the MRI system was 

measured prior to and throughout the study period.  Local GE service personnel calibrated the 

subsystem monthly.  Geometric accuracy was documented as stable to within ±0.15% (i.e., ± 

0.15 mm per 10 cm).  Adjustments were not necessary to maintain that level of accuracy and 

precision throughout the study period. 

Subregion boundary identificationSubregion boundary identificationSubregion boundary identificationSubregion boundary identification    

We employed guidance from Amaral and Lavenex (2007) and Buckmaster and Amaral 

(2001) to determine reliable markers between the different subregions of the monkey 

hippocampus.  Figure 1 provides a step-by-step set of procedures for visual demarcation of the 

hippocampal subfields.  Below, we also provide a text-based description that walks the reader 

through the visual-based description. 
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Figure 1.  Subfield labeling protocol.  A. The outer boundary of the DG (dentate gyrus) is defined 

by the hippocampal fissure (green, step 1).  B. The thin polymorphic layer, which lies adjacent 

to the granule cell layer (green, step 2), defines the inner boundary of DG.  The fimbria is 

delineated from CA3 by connecting the medial blade of DG with alveus/lateral ventricle border 

(blue, step 3).  C. The CA3/CA2 border is marked by the dense pyramidal cell layer of CA2, and is 

drawn parallel to the pyramidal cells of CA2/CA3 (green, step 4).  The CA2/CA1 border is 

marked by a transition to the diffuse pyramidal cell layer of CA1 (blue, step 5).  D. CA1 is 

defined by the alveus along the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle and along the alveus/ILF 

(inferior longitudinal fasciculus) border to the CA1/subiculum boundary, marked by a reduction 

in the presence of bipolar neurons and a change in the density and orientation of pyramidal 

cells (green, step 6).  Subiculum is defined by the alveus/ILF border until the alveus boundary is 

lost.  After the alveus, it’s approximate thickness is preserved relative to the cell layer.  The 

subiculum/presubiculum boundary is marked by the densely-packed cells of the presubiculum 

(blue, step 7).  E. The presubiculum is labeled by continuing along the ILF to the 

presubiculum/parasubiculum boundary, marked by a change in cell density (green, step 8).  F. 

The parasubiculum/parahippocampal cortex boundary is marked by the transition to layered 

cortex.  The cells of the parasubiculum are bounded medially by laminar cortex and laterally by 

presubiculum (green, step 9). 
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We began with a mid-level rostral-caudal section through the hippocampus (Figure 1) as 

follows:   

1) Draw the outer boundary of the dentate gyrus (DG).  Draw a line along the edge of the 

hippocampal fissure, which shares a border with the mostly cell free molecular layer of DG.  

Extend the line along the sulcus until reaching the granule cell layer in the upper and lower 

blades of the DG (Figure 1A). 

2) Identify the DG/CA3 boundary by continuing the prior boundary line along the inner edge of 

the DG blades, following along the granule cell layer. Included in this region is the thin 

polymorphic layer running next to the granule cell layer, which is characterized by “football-

shaped” bipolar cells. This boundary separates DG from the adjacent CA3 subfield (Figure 1B, 

green line).  

3) Identify the fimbria/CA3 boundary by separating the fimbria from the CA3 field.  Do this by 

drawing a line from the end of the medial blade of the granule cells to the alveus/lateral 

ventricle border (Figure 1B, blue). 

4) Identify the CA3/CA2 boundary.  The CA2 field is characterized by a denser pyramidal cell 

layer due to the characteristic multiple compact stacks of cells.  Continue to draw a line along 

the alveus/lateral ventrical border.  Once the CA3/2 boundary is reached, draw a line 

perpendicular to the hippocampal fissure (Figure 1C, green).   

5) Identify the CA2/CA1 boundary based on the transition from the dense pyramidal cell layer 

of the CA2 field to the diffuse pyramidal cell layer of CA1. In a similar fashion to the CA3/CA2 

boundary, draw a line perpendicular to the hippocampal fissure (Figure 1C, blue). 
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6) Identify the CA1/subiculum boundary by extending the CA1/ventricle border line along the 

alveus to the boundary of CA1/subiculum where there is a reduction in the presence bipolar 

interneurons.  Identify the CA1/subiculum boundary based on a change in the density and 

direction of the pyramidal cell dendrites.  Extend the line along the boundary to the 

hippocampal fissure (Figure 1D, green).   

7) Identify the subiculum/presubiculum boundary by locating the densely packed cells of the 

presubiculum. Continue to draw a line beginning at the juncture of the alveus and CA1 border. 

Continue the line along the axis of the alveus through the white matter to the presubiculum, 

which is characterized by a compact group of small cells arranged in a triangular shape. At the 

lateral tip of the triangle, draw a line perpendicular to the hippocampal fissure and the 

CA1/subiculum boundary (Figure 1D, blue). 

8) Identify the presubiculum/parasubiculum boundary by locating the region where the cellular 

density changes between presubiculum and parasubiculum.  Continue drawing the line at the 

junction of the subiculum/presubiculum border by extending it to the surface of the brain and 

looping back to the hippocampal fissure (Figure 1E, green). 

9) Identify the parasubiculum/parahippocampal cortex boundary by drawing a line at the 

surface of the brain and ending in the transition to layered cortex.  A line is then drawn 

encompassing the cells of the parasubiculum, which are bound medially by laminar cortex and 

laterally by presubiculum (Figure 1F, green). 

 

Subfield drawing was performed in Adobe Photoshop.  After loading a histological 

section, a new layer was added to the image and the boundaries of each subfield were marked 

according to the protocol presented above on the new layer.  After tracing, each subfield was 
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filled in using a unique color to mark each of the subfields (Figure 2).  After a section was 

completed, a Photoshop script saved the tracing layer as a new image.  Further processing 

converted each subfield into a separate binary mask and down-sampled these subfield 

demarcations along with the histology for further processing (see down-sampling histological 

images for resolution details).  Importantly, subfield label images followed the same 

transformations applied to the histological images for all steps in the analysis pipeline. 
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Figure 2.  Example subfield boundaries from one individual monkey.  Subfield boundaries drawn 

at three anterior-posterior locations along the extent of the hippocampus (1-most anterior, 3- 

most posterior).  Once a subject’s boundaries are completed, each subfield is assigned a unique 

identifying color.  Multicolor mask images are then converted to separate binary images for 

each hippocampal subfield for further processing.   

[pml - polymorphic layer, gl - granule cell layer, slm - stratum lacunosum-moleculare, sr – 

stratum radiatum, pcl - pyramidal cell layer, so - stratum oriens, al – alveus, ilf - inferior 
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Subfield demarcation interSubfield demarcation interSubfield demarcation interSubfield demarcation inter----rater reliability assessment rater reliability assessment rater reliability assessment rater reliability assessment     

To establish the reliability of our demarcation protocol, 3 raters segmented each 

subfield on one histologically sectioned monkey hippocampus. Inter-rater reliability was 

measured for each subfield using the Sorenson-Dice similarity coefficient.  This metric is defined 

as 2 times the overlapping-area between two raters divided by the sum of each rater’s total 

area, as below: 

Coef =  
2|A ⋂ B|

|A| + |B|
 

 Coefficients for each pair of raters were computed for each section and each subfield 

using the full-resolution binary images described above.  The average Sorenson-Dice metric 

across rater-pairs served as the basis of our inter-rater reliability score. 

Histological preprocessing stepsHistological preprocessing stepsHistological preprocessing stepsHistological preprocessing steps    

In order to attain our goal of aligning the histology to MRI images, a series of 

preprocessing and image registration steps were performed.  These steps involved down-

sampling histology images to computationally tractable resolutions, performing 2D rigid 

registration to align sections into an orderly stack, non-rigid 2D registration to correct for 

inconsistencies in the tissue mounting process, converting the histology image stack to a 3D 

image, and finally registering the histology to the MRI via diffeomorphic registration. 

DownDownDownDown----samplingsamplingsamplingsampling    histological imageshistological imageshistological imageshistological images    

Nissl-stained sections were scanned at a resolution of 644.16 by 644.16 nm and .24mm 

between sections.  To prepare for subfield demarcation and image processing each slide image 

was converted from Olympus’ proprietary “vsi” format to a tiff format using the bio-formats 

“loci_tools.jar” java library (http://www.loci.wisc.edu/bio-formats/). In order to make disk 

space requirements more manageable, each image was down-sampled to 2.5766 by 2.5766 µm 
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during the conversion process.  Subfield demarcation was conducted at 2.5766 by 2.5766 µm, 

however this resolution was too high to make the remaining image processing steps tractable. 

Thus, images were further down-sampled to 51.532 by 51.532 µm and converted to grayscale 

for the remaining image processing steps. 

RigidRigidRigidRigid----registration stack alignmentregistration stack alignmentregistration stack alignmentregistration stack alignment        

The first in the series of registration steps was a rigid registration performed between 

neighboring sections in order to build a contiguous 3D image stack (Figure 3A).  The 

methodology of Adler et al. (2014) was adopted whereby each section is registered to 

neighbors up to 4 sections away in the stack and graph theory is used to calculate an optimum 

least-cost set of transformations that serve to register each slide to a central “anchor” section 

(Figure 3B).  As noted by Adler et al., this approach is preferable to simply registering each slide 

to a neighbor because errors tend to accumulate along the z-direction resulting in drift.  This 

drift can be accentuated by poorly mounted sections, which can cause registration errors and 

large discontinuities of the image stack if a purely sequential approach is taken.  Calculating a 

least cost path on a graph allows the algorithm to skip sections that were poorly registered 

resulting in a more continuous stack.  Briefly, a chain-like network of all sections is created, with 

each section serving as a node (Figure 3C, black).  Edges are drawn between sections that were 

registered to one another and the similarity metric acquired during rigid registration is assigned 

as the edge weight.  Finally, Dijkstra’s algorithm finds the least-cost transformation sequence 

between each slide and the anchor slide (Figure 3C green).   
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Figure 3.  Registration methods.  First, histological sections were registered to each other to 

remove inconsistencies that occurred during mounting (A-D).  A. Rigid registrations were 

computed between each section and neighbors up to 4 sections away in the image stack.  For 

each registration, a measure of similarity between sections was saved for subsequent 

processing.  B. Stack alignment was conducted using the methodology of Adler et al. (2014).  

Each section (e.g., green) was aligned to a centrally located anchor section (blue) via graph 

registration.  C. A graph was created that reflected the structure of between-neighbor 

registrations.  Each section served as a node, and previously saved similarity values from 

between-neighbor registrations served as edge weights between nodes (black arrows).  

Dijkstra’s algorithm then finds the least-cost series of rigid transformations (green arrows) to 

the anchor section.  D. Next, non-rigid diffeomorphic registration between neighboring sections 
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corrects for non-rigid errors in the mounting process, resulting in a contiguous 3D image stack 

(E). Then the histology was registered to the MRI (F-I).  F. To prepare for registration between 

histology and MRI, lower resolution MRI is up-sampled, first In plane (black box), and then 

between planes (gray boxes), to better match the high-resolution histology.  G. Histology 

undergoes 9-DOF affine registration to MRI.  H. Histology undergoes non-rigid diffeomorphic 

registration to MRI in 2-D.  I. Finally, 3D non-rigid diffeomorphic registration completes the 

registration process. 

 

NonNonNonNon----rigid rigid rigid rigid tissue warping correctiontissue warping correctiontissue warping correctiontissue warping correction    

At this stage in the analysis pipeline, the image stacks were reasonably well aligned into 

3D volumes. However, significant discontinuities in the 3D volumes remained due to non-rigid 

errors in the tissue mounting process such as shearing, shrinking, or folding.  To correct for the 

remaining errors that resisted correction by the rigid graph-theoretic transformation 

procedure, additional rigid and non-rigid registrations were performed between neighboring 

sections.  Non-rigid registration was performed using the diffeomorphic demons algorithm 

(Vercauteren et al., 2009).  For each section, rigid and diffeomorphic warping estimates were 

calculated between the section and its immediate neighbors.  These warping parameters from 

each neighbor were averaged and each section was updated from the average warp field 

(Figure 3D).  Rather than sequentially updating each section, which had a tendency to produce 

compounding registration errors, this procedure was performed on odd sections first, then 

even sections.  This warping procedure resulted in 3D image stacks that were continuous; 

however, one type of systematic error remained.  The introduction of the brainstem in 

posterior sections caused these sections to become systematically shifted in the 

dorsal/superior direction.  First, we marked the superior-most part of the tissue.  Next, we 

compared these locations to the mean location, which indicated the deviation from a level 

boundary.  Then each section was corrected according to its deviation from the mean.  

Specifically, the superior-most boundaries were entered into a vector.  Next, this vector was 
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demeaned and low pass filtered using a 2.5mm moving average.  The values of the filtered 

boundary location vector were used to shift each section resulting in a 3D tissue stack with a 

nearly level superior boundary (Figure 3E).  The completed image stack was then converted to 

nifty format using the IO functions included in SPM 12. 

MRI preprocessingMRI preprocessingMRI preprocessingMRI preprocessing    

First, non-brain tissue was manually removed from each subject’s MRI using fslview.  

Next, the MRI images were up-sampled from 0.625mm x .625mm x 1mm to 0.156 mm x 0.156 

mm x 0.25 mm (Figure 3F).  Because the remaining analysis involved a down-sampling of the 

histological volumes and subfield tracings to match the resolution of the MRI, up-sampling the 

MRI aimed to lessen the information loss.  

Histology to MRI 3D rigid and nonHistology to MRI 3D rigid and nonHistology to MRI 3D rigid and nonHistology to MRI 3D rigid and non----rigid alignmentrigid alignmentrigid alignmentrigid alignment    

 In order to align each individual 3D histological volume with its matching MRI volume, a 

series of preprocessing and registration steps were taken.  We first performed manual, affine 

transformation of the histological volume to the MRI using Slicer 4’s “transforms” editor 

(Fedorov et al., 2012)(Figure 3G).   

To prepare for non-rigid alignment, the contrast and image intensity values between the 

MRI and histology were matched using an adaptive histogram matching optimization.  We 

calculated a loss function by taking the mean difference in intensity between a middle 

hippocampal section of MRI and histology.  The loss function was minimized by varying the 

contrast limit parameter in the adaptive histogram equalization procedure for both the MRI 

and histological section. Optimization was performed using grid search.   

After optimizing overall intensity differences between modalities, an additional 

intensity-matching step was performed to account for the dark appearance of the hippocampus 
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in our T1-weighted MRI images.  In this step, mean intensity differences again served as a loss 

function and grid-search was used to optimize two parameters, kernel size and a multiplier.  In 

order to selectively darken the hippocampal region of the histological images the subfield labels 

from the dentate gyrus and CA3 regions were combined and assigned a value of 1.  Next, these 

areas were Gaussian smoothed at different kernel sizes, then smoothed images were scaled by 

a parameter that was multiplied with the smoothed regions.  The smoothed regions were 

subtracted from the histological image, then the loss function was calculated.  Grid search 

optimized both the size of the Gaussian smoothing kernel and the multiplying parameter that 

optimized the intensity matching between the histology and MRI.   

Finally, non-rigid alignment between the MRI and histology was performed using two 

diffeomorphic warping steps.  The first was done in 3D with a relatively large 6mm Gaussian 

smoothing kernel to provide an initial fit. Then, additional alignment was performed in 2D, with 

diffeomorphic warping which used a 1mm kernel to register the MRI to the histology in finer 

detail (Figure 3 H,I). 

Group Template ConstructionGroup Template ConstructionGroup Template ConstructionGroup Template Construction    

  

A group template of all individual MRI volumes was constructed using ANTs parallel 

template construction (Avants et al., 2011).  This step computed warping parameters that 

involved the minimum deformations necessary to non-rigidly register each individual’s MRI to a 

group average template.  The resulting warping parameters were applied to each subject’s 

subfield labels for further analysis.  
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Subfield boundary locatSubfield boundary locatSubfield boundary locatSubfield boundary location deviationion deviationion deviationion deviation    

For each coronal-plane in the MRIs, boundaries between CA3-CA2, CA2-CA1, CA1-SUB, 

SUB-preSUB, and preSUB-paraSUB were marked with a single point.  The procedure used to 

calculate each boundary point was to expand two neighboring subfields by 0.5 mm.  This 

resulted in overlap between two regions.  The centroid of the area of overlap between two 

regions was taken to be the boundary.  Measuring the degree of deviation around the group 

mean position for each boundary involved three steps.  First, the average boundary position 

across subjects was calculated for each section.  Next, the distance between the average 

boundary position and each subject’s boundary positions were calculated, giving the deviation 

at each section.  Finally, these deviations were averaged across sections, giving an average 

absolute deviation for each subject and subfield.  

VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    

Subfield volumes were measured in group-template space.  A single template for both 

young and aged subjects was used in order to correct for total brain volume differences 

between subjects during the registration process.  This was an important control for two 

reasons: First, we did not want individual differences in total brain volume to account for group 

differences in subfield volume, an important issue given our relatively small sample (5 young 

and 5 aged), and because our age groups did not have the same number of female brains (2 

young and 1 aged), which have been shown to have smaller brain volume in the rhesus 

macaque (Franklin et al., 2000).  After labels were projected into group space, volume for each 

subject was calculated by multiplying the number of voxels in each subfield by the volume per 

voxel. 
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RRRResultsesultsesultsesults    

InterInterInterInter----rater relirater relirater relirater reliability of hippocampal subfield labelsability of hippocampal subfield labelsability of hippocampal subfield labelsability of hippocampal subfield labels    

To measure the ability of different raters to consistently demarcate the dentate gyrus 

(DG), CA3, CA2, CA1, subiculum (S), presubiculum (PrS), and parasubiculum (PaS) on histological 

sections, three raters performed complete demarcations of a single subject’s hippocampal 

sections.  Accuracy was assessed by calculating Sørensen–Dice similarity, defined as the fraction 

of overlapping pixels divided by the average total number of pixels assigned to a region.  

Sørensen–Dice similarity was compared between each pair of raters on each hippocampal 

section for each subfield (Figure 4). Average Sorenson-Dice ranged between 0.92 and 0.74 (DG: 

0.91 ± 0.02, CA3: 0.89 ± 0.04, CA2: 0.80 ± 0.07, CA1: 0.92 ± 0.03, S: 0.82 ± 0.05, PrS: 0.87 ± 0.04, 

and PaS: 0.74 ± 0.13), suggesting similar inter-rater agreement to that seen in MRI based 

labeling protocols (e.g., Entis et al., 2012).  Overall, inter-rater reliability was lower for smaller 

regions such as CA2 and parasubiculum (a common occurrence when using Sørensen–Dice 

similarity), and was slightly reduced for all regions of the subiculum.  This was predicted by our 

raters, as segmenting these regions was more difficult due to the boundary of the alveus 

becoming unclear in subicular regions.  We return to this issue in the Discussion.   
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Figure 4.  Inter-rater reliability.  Inter-rater reliability was determined using the Sørensen–Dice 

similarity method. Here we measured agreement between 3 raters on a single brain.  Boxplots 

denote Sørensen–Dice values for each section of the hippocampus.  Average Sorenson-Dice 

ranged between 0.92 and 0.74 (DG: 0.91 ± 0.02, CA3: 0.89 ± 0.04, CA2: 0.80 ± 0.07, CA1: 0.92 ± 

0.03, S: 0.82 ± 0.05, PrS: 0.87 ± 0.04, and PaS: 0.74 ± 0.13), indicating reliability comparable to 

other tracing protocols (e.g., Entis, Doerga, et al., 2012). Horizontal line in each box indicates 

the median, boxes denote 25-75% interquartile ranges, whiskers denote 1.5(IQR) boundaries, 

outliers marked with +.   

 

Absolute deviation of subfield Absolute deviation of subfield Absolute deviation of subfield Absolute deviation of subfield boundariesboundariesboundariesboundaries    

To assess the degree of variability in subfield boundary locations in the final template, 

average absolute deviations were calculated for the boundary locations of neighboring 

subfields (see Subfield boundary location deviation section).  Results are presented in Figure 5.  

First, to determine whether subfield boundary deviations were significantly different between 

young and old monkeys, we performed an age group by region repeated-measures ANOVA.  

Results revealed a main effect of region (F(4,32) = 10.02, p = 2x10-5), but no main effect of 
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group (p = 0.85), or interaction effect (p = 0.09).  Post-hoc paired t-tests revealed that the CA3-

CA2 boundary deviations were significantly smaller than those of CA2-CA1 (t(9) = 7.37, p = 

4.23x10-4, Bonferroni corrected).  Absolute deviations spanned between 0.84 and 1.21 mm 

(CA3-CA2: 0.84 ± 0.28, CA2-CA1: 1.21 ± 0.18, CA1-SUB: 1.14 ± 0.28, SUB-preSUB: 1.07 ± 0.27, 

preSUB-paraSUB: 1.08 ± 0.23 mm). 

 The resolution of our structural MRI was 0.625 mm in plane, indicating that average absolute 

deviation fell within 1-2 voxels from center for all subfield boundaries. 

 
Figure 5.  Subfield boundary between-subject spatial deviations.  The absolute deviation in 

subfield boundary locations was quantified for all subjects.  Absolute deviations spanned 

between 0.84 and 1.21 mm (CA3-CA2: 0.84 ± 0.28, CA2-CA1: 1.21 ± 0.18, CA1-SUB: 1.14 ± 0.28, 

S-PrS: 1.07 ± 0.27, PrS-PaS: 1.08 ± 0.23 mm).  An age group by subfield boundary deviation 

ANOVA revealed a main effect of region (F(4,32) = 10.02, p = 2x10 5), but no main effect of 

group (p = 0.85), or interaction effect (p = 0.09).  Post-hoc paired t-tests revealed that the CA3-

CA2 boundary deviations were significantly smaller than those of CA2-CA1 (t(9) = 7.37, p = 

4.23x10-4, Bonferroni corrected).  The horizontal line in each box indicates the median, boxes 

denote 25-75% interquartile ranges, whiskers denote 1.5(IQR) boundaries, outliers marked with 

+.   

 

Subfield volumesSubfield volumesSubfield volumesSubfield volumes    

To address age related change in hippocampal subfield volume, we next calculated total 

subfield volume for each subject in group space (Figure 6).  Measuring volumetric differences in 

group space had the advantage that subfield volumes were corrected for whole-brain volume in 
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the template construction process.  Additionally, because our template construction process 

relied only on the MRI images and smoothing parameters were kept sufficiently high (5mm), 

individual differences in subfield volume were unlikely to be affected by the template 

construction process.  To assess whether subfield volumes were different between young and 

aged subjects we performed Mann-Whitney U-tests between age-groups for each hippocampal 

subfield.  These tests revealed no significant differences in subfield volumes between age 

groups (p>.39, corrected) suggesting that, like whole hippocampal volumetric analysis (Shamy 

et al., 2006), hippocampal subfield volume is also preserved in aging macaques. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Subfield volume comparison between aged and young rhesus macaques.  Whole-

brain-volume corrected subfield volumes for young and aged animals. Mann-Whitney U-tests 

were conducted between age groups for each subfield.  Results indicated no significant 

differences in subfield volumes between age groups (p>.39, corrected). 

 

Discussioniscussioniscussioniscussion 

Our paper provides several novel contributions helpful for understanding the primate 

hippocampus.  First, we demonstrate the feasibility of reliably labeling primate hippocampal 

subfields on histological sections.  There is currently no agreed upon protocol for labeling 
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nonhuman primate hippocampal subfields and thus our method is an important first step in 

developing such methods.  Second, we present a novel method for aligning ex vivo tissue to in 

vivo MRI.  We note that no other protocols, to our knowledge, employ the same brains for 

histology and in vivo MRIs, necessitating a novel method for taking information from 

histological sections and projecting this onto MRIs.  Third, we develop a method for creating a 

probabilistic atlas from MRI-aligned labels based on these subfield boundaries.  While past 

studies have employed group atlases from MRI-based protocols, our method is the first to 

employ a histologically-driven approach in the same monkeys as the basis for an MRI group 

template.  Finally, we use this atlas to address the question of whether subfield volume 

declines with aging. No past studies have directly compared monkey hippocampal subfield 

volumes in the same study and we believe that our findings further reinforce the idea that 

hippocampal volumes do not change radically with age in the rhesus macaque. 

Using our protocol, which is based on ex vivo Nissl-stained hippocampal post-mortem 

sections, we show that labels assigned by different raters to the same tissue were largely 

consistent, suggesting that our protocol was reliable.  While previous work has shown 

consistency between raters when labeling in vivo MRI images (Dice similarity ranging from 0.75-

0.95), MRI based protocols often take a highly geometric approach to subfield labeling (e.g., 

drawing supporting lines and boxes on top of images to aid in demarcation; Entis et al., 2012; 

Mueller et al., 2007; Pluta et al., 2012).  While such approaches are no doubt important, as they 

support consistent labeling between raters in lieu of clear anatomical boundaries, here we use 

cytoarchitectural features (e.g., cell body size, orientation, density, and presence of certain 

interneuron types) to label subfields and demonstrate comparable inter-rater reliability scores 
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(.74-.92). The methods in this study, utilizing actual cellular features of the tissue, thus, are just 

as reliable as geometric approaches.  In this way, our protocol provides a “ground truth” for 

identifying hippocampal subfields based on cell density, dendritic orientation, and other 

features that are only clearly evident using ex vivo Nissl-stained sections. 

One caveat with our approach was the relatively low similarity in parasubiculum seen on 

some sections, and a general trend to lose some reliability as the alveus disappears in the white 

matter between the entorhinal cortex and subicular regions.  For subiculum and presubiculum, 

our strategy to overcome the lack of clarity in the inferior boundary was to attempt to maintain 

the distance between the cell body layer and the alveus that was seen before the alveus had 

disappeared.  For parasubiculum, some sections are distinguished by a separate cluster of cell 

bodies, while some sections are distinguished simply by a lack of organization that occurs 

between the entorhinal cortex and presubiculum.  Sections where parasubiculum is defined by 

a lack of cellular organization are particularly tricky, and may require additional staining on 

neighboring sections in order to achieve the accuracy observed in other regions.  Overall, 

however we feel that tissue-based subfield labeling has much to offer hippocampal subfield 

research, particularly when combined with the registration techniques developed in this 

manuscript. 

 Another contribution we make with the data presented here is to refine a set of 

methods that address the computational complexity required to make tissue-based subfield 

labeling useful to in vivo MRI-based research.  Here, we propose a set of methods for aligning 

tissue to in vivo MRI and combining the results into a probabilistic atlas. Our methods draw 

heavily from previous work, which had largely addressed the problem of registering histology to 
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MRI in a single subject (Adler et al., 2014), or creating group-templates from high-resolution 

images (Iglesias et al., 2015).  Our primary advance in this domain was to modify these 

approaches, and in some cases, simplify them, in order to make a pipeline robust enough that 

parameters did not need to be changed for different subjects, and efficient enough to run on a 

high-end PC rather than a cluster or server.  Using these methods, we observed overall low 

error, roughly 1-2 voxels.  One manual aspect of our otherwise automated pipeline is the affine 

registration step between the histology and the MRI.  Although multiple implementations of 

automated registration were considered for this step, the results were unsatisfactory, and thus, 

this manual step remained in our pipeline.  We believe the relatively low resolution and 

contrast of our structural MRIs may be responsible for the ineffectiveness of the automated 

methods, and thus, in the future we plan to address this issue with higher-contrast imaging 

sequences (e.g., Ekstrom et al., 2009). Nonetheless, the overall low error observed here 

suggests that we have achieved accurate registration despite the use of manual steps and low 

resolution of the 1.5T MRI.  

 Having developed a histologically-based protocol for identifying primate subfields on 

MRIs, we then use our methods to address whether changes in subfield volume accompany 

normal aging.  This is an important issue to address as subfield-specific functional changes have 

been shown to occur with aging (Thome et al., 2016).  Previous work in the same animals had 

suggested that total hippocampal volume did not decrease with age (Shamy et al., 2006).  

Studies in humans utilizing in vivo subfield labeling, however, have indicated inverse 

correlations between age and both whole hippocampal, and subfield volume (Mueller et al., 

2007; Voineskos et al., 2015), however, effect sizes were small.  Thus, while we show tentative 
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evidence that hippocampal subfield volume does not change in the aging macaque, further 

work will need to incorporate significantly more subjects in order to address the more subtle 

changes in subfield volume that may be expected based on studies done in humans. 

 With future work we hope to both extend the functionality of the current methods and 

address some of the technical complications of the current technique.  First, we hope to 

continue adding subjects to the atlas in order to more accurately reflect the degree of 

variability between subjects, and increase statistical power.  Second, we hope to integrate 

higher resolution MRI images, including T2 weighted coronal images, which most often serve as 

the basis for in vivo tracing of current subjects.  If reliable features in T2 images can be shown 

to coincide with cytoarchitectural cues, this would constitute a significant advance in subfield 

demarcation and provide a clear path of translation between our macaque dataset and the 

human hippocampus.  Next, we feel a significant strength of the methods used here is the 

ability to capture individual variability. However, errors in the registration process and 

individual variability are conflated.  Thus, an important direction moving forward will be to 

create methods for distinguishing between registration errors and individual variability.  Finally, 

we hope to move toward automated segmentation techniques, where for the first time we will 

be able to measure their ability to capture individual variability. 

 Another potential area to which our method could be applied is to human subfield 

demarcation.  There are strong similarities between the monkey and human hippocampus and 

most aspects of hippocampal neuroanatomy appear to be highly conserved (Amaral and 

Lavenex, 2007).  Therefore, developing a framework that may improve the accuracy of human 

subfield labeling based on data drawn from nonhuman primates would be an important 
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advance.  Developing such a framework will require careful design decisions.  For instance, 

multi-atlas group-voting based techniques are promising (Pipitone et al., 2014; Yushkevich et 

al., 2010), however, the methods do not lend themselves to translation between species.  One 

approach that we feel offers hope is the Bayesian framework presented by Van Leemput et al. 

(2009).  This method relies on a spatial-mesh prior which specifies the probability of subfield 

identity as a function of location.  The prior is updated with a likelihood function that is based 

on the image intensity values found in each region.  The clear dichotomy of spatial location 

verses intensity values offers a solution to transferring information between species.  While the 

exact spatial relationships between subfields in rhesus macaque hippocampus is not identical to 

those in humans, the MRI intensity values within each subregion will be similar between 

species.  Thus, by incorporating the histologically-based subfield intensity values from the 

current methodology, the Bayesian framework offers a path to translation between nonhuman 

primates and humans for automated subfield classification. 

In summary, our approach provides a novel manual demarcation protocol for Nissl-

stained sections and the methods necessary to apply manual tissue-based labels to in vivo MRI 

in a mostly automated fashion.  Using these methods, we conclude that subfield volumes are 

unlikely to show large changes across the lifespan of the rhesus macaque.  Additionally, our 

method produces strong correspondence between true subfield identity and MRI intensity 

values, information that will be crucial in refining both manual and automated methods in 

humans.  This approach enables a means to standardize subfield labeling protocols and refine 

automated labeling methods, potentially resulting in more consistency across laboratories.   
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AAAAbstractbstractbstractbstract    

Ensemble recording methods are pervasive in basic and clinical neuroscience research.  Invasive 

neural implants are used in patients with drug resistant epilepsy to localize seizure origin, in 

neuropsychiatric or Parkinson’s patients to alleviate symptoms via deep brain simulation (DBS), 

and with animal models to conduct basic research.  Studies addressing the brain’s physiological 

response to chronic electrode implants demonstrate that the mechanical trauma of insertion is 

followed by an acute inflammatory response as well as a chronic foreign body response.  

Despite use of invasive recording methods with animal models and humans, little is known of 

their effect on behavior in healthy populations.  Four healthy female rhesus macaques were 

tested in a delayed nonmatching-to-sample (DNMS) recognition memory task before and after 

hippocampal implantation with a tetrode array device.  Our results suggest that chronic 

implants did not produce significant impairments on DNMS performance. 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Since 1875, when Richard Caton conducted the first neural recordings, 

electrophysiology and neural implants have played a critical role in our understanding of the 

brain.  Today, neural implants continue to be at the forefront of systems neuroscience research, 

including high-density electrode arrays, silicon probes, fiber-optic or “optoelectrodes”, and 

hyperdrive implants with moveable electrodes providing access for recording or stimulating 

brain tissue (for review, see Buzsaki et al., 2015).  Recently, this technology has begun to move 

into the clinic, where deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been approved by the FDA for treatment 

of Parkinson’s disease, essential tremor, dystonia, and obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), 

and is being investigated as a potential treatment to a number of other diseases and disorders 

(Hariz et al., 2013).  One concern of using electrode technology however, is tissue damage and 

a subsequent foreign body response to chronic electrodes. 

 Fortunately, the brain’s response to these neural implants has been well studied.  

Typically, probe insertion can be characterized by immediate damage to neurons, glia, and 

capillaries in the path of the electrode, resulting in microhemorrhages as well as activation and 

migration of microglia (Fernandez et al., 2014).  Over time, prolonged inflammation at the 

interface between the tissue and foreign body continues to elicit reactive astrocytes, which 

make a glial scar in the form of a 25-600 μm sheath surrounding the implant, as well as reactive 

microglia (Polikov et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2015).  It is currently unclear, however, what factors 

dictate whether nearby neurons die or simply migrate away from the implant, but both 

responses have been characterized (Polikov et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2015).  Although it is clear 

that neural implants damage tissue and trigger a long-term immune response, it is unclear 

whether these effects are large enough to affect cognition. 
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 Here, we investigate the effect of chronically implanted hyperdrive devices carrying 12 

tetrode recording probes targeting the hippocampus on recognition memory.  We use the 

delayed nonmatching-to-sample (DNMS) task, a sensitive measure of visual recognition 

memory that lesion studies suggest relies on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, rhinal cortex, 

and the hippocampus (Baxter and Murray, 2001; Moore et al., 2012).  Paradoxically, it has been 

observed that small lesions in the hippocampus can produce large DNMS behavioral deficits, 

while, larger lesions result in performance levels closer to those of controls, presumably 

facilitating the use of alternative brain systems capable of supporting DNMS behavior (Baxter 

and Murray, 2001).  Observations of behavioral facilitation after damaging the hippocampus 

are not uncommon (for review, see Schwarting and Busse, 2017), and have been attributed to 

the presence of multiple interacting memory systems (Kim and Baxter, 2001).  The inverse 

correlation uncovered by (Baxter and MurayBaxter and Murray, 2001) is unique, however, 

suggesting that some small level of hippocampal damage may significantly disrupt the function 

of circuits supporting DNMS performance.  Their finding suggests the possibility that 

hippocampal damage caused by electrodes could negatively affect DNMS performance.  

Therefore, the experiment conducted here represents an important test of the effect of 

electrode implants on memory.   

Methods 

SubjectsSubjectsSubjectsSubjects    

Four female rhesus macaques (age 7, 10, 14, and 26 years) completed a first round of 

DNMS testing, then underwent bilateral hyperdrive implant (total implant time 166, 345, 287, 

and 188 days), then completed a second round of DNMS testing (age 15, 16, 18, and 31 years).  

Due to the large range of age at testing (7-31 years), and varying time between test and retest 
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(4-7.5 years), we also employed a large sample of intact control animals (N=91) aged 3 to 32 

years, who completed one round of DNMS testing. The distribution of ages in the control group 

was bimodal, with a young group ranging 3-14 years (N=34, 22 female, mean: 14.11, std: 3.04) 

and aged group ranging 20-32 years (N=57, 37 female, mean: 25.09, std: 3.15). 

DNMSDNMSDNMSDNMS    

Delayed nonmatching-to-sample testing was conducted as previously reported (Rapp 

and Amaral, 1989; Thome et al., 2016).  Briefly, each trial began with a sample phase, wherein a 

single object was presented along with a food reward.  Next, the stimulus was hidden for a 

variable delay interval period of 10, 15, 60 or 120 seconds.  Then, the original object was 

presented along with a novel object, which covered another food reward.  Each animal 

completed 20 trials per day, 5 days a week.  Initially each animal was trained to criterion at a 10 

second delay.  After each animal achieved a cumulative accuracy of 90% calculated across 5 

days, 5 days of testing were conducted at 15, 60, and 120 second delay intervals. 

Hyperdrive implantHyperdrive implantHyperdrive implantHyperdrive implant    

Procedures and specifications of the implanted hyperdrives are described in detail in 

previous publications (Skaggs et al., 2007; Thome et al., 2012).  Briefly, the body of the 

hippocampus was targeted using pre-operative structural MRI (plate 68, Paxinos et al., 1999).  

Each hyperdrive consisted of 12 independently movable tetrodes, a reference electrode, and a 

ground electrode.  Each movable electrode consisted of 28-gauge (320 μm) stainless steel guide 

cannulae, which extended from the top of the skull to a target location, 1-2 mm above the 

hippocampus.  From the base of the guide cannulae, 160 μm silica tubing encasing tetrodes 

constructed with 30-μm polyimide-coated nichrome wire, were lowered through the entirety of 

the hippocampus.  
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Quantile regressionQuantile regressionQuantile regressionQuantile regression    

In order to better distinguish between the effects of aging and those of the implants on 

DNMS behavior, we secured a larger cross-sectional dataset from which to estimate the 

declines in DNMS performance with aging.  With this dataset, we employed quantile regression, 

a variant of linear regression which fits unique estimates for each proportion or quantile of 

data.  A quantile regression at the 50th percentile corresponds to fitting the median.  Estimates 

were calculated from each percentile from 1 to 99 independently for trials to criterion, 

performance at each delay interval, and average performance across delay intervals.  The 

performance measure of each experimental animal was then converted to a percentile using 

nearest neighbor interpolation yielding a graded performance metric (1st to 99th percentile) 

relative to the scores of their peers of the same age. K-fold and leave one out cross-validation 

were used to determine that a 2nd order model was appropriate for the trials to criterion 

measure and 1st order models were appropriate for DNMS accuracy, although we note that 

statistics were performed with either 1st or 2nd order model fits and our results were not 

sensitive to model order.  Analysis was performed using Python’s StatsModels package. 

Statistical testsStatistical testsStatistical testsStatistical tests    

Repeated measures factorial ANOVAs with testing session (pre- vs. post-implant) and 

delay interval (15, 60, and 120 seconds) as factors were computed on raw and quantile-

corrected performance scores.  Additionally, pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests compared pre- to 

post-implant scores for both raw and quantile corrected measures using Python’s SciPy module.   

P values for pairwise tests were corrected with the Bonferroni correction, where 5 tests were 

considered (trials to criterion, performance at 15, 60, and 120 second delays, and average 

performance across delays). 
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ResultsResultsResultsResults    

Trials to criterion and performance at 15, 60, and 120 seconds were assessed before and 

after hyperdrive implant (Figure 1).  A 2x3 session (test vs. retest) by delay interval repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of delay interval (F(2,8) = 8.023, p = 0.02) but did not 

reveal an effect of test vs. retest or an interaction (p>0.14).  Further, planned comparisons of 

pre- vs. post-implant metrics were conducted on trials to criterion, performance at each delay 

interval, and average performance across delay intervals using Mann-Whitney U-tests.  All tests 

failed to pass a significance threshold of p=0.05 (all p> .09), and the test with the lowest p-value 

showed a numerically, but not significantly better performance at retest for the 15 second 

delay interval.  We also note that paired t-tests revealed a similar pattern of results with no 

comparisons reaching statistical significance.  These tests suggested that hyperdrive implant did 

not significantly affect DNMS accuracy, however, this analysis did not control for age-related 

changes in DNMS performance.  Variability in DNMS performance has been shown to increase 

significantly with age (Rapp and Amaral, 1991), which may have decreased the statistical power 

in our sample.  Therefore, we conducted quantile regression to better control for these factors 

(Figure 2, see methods for analysis details).   
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Figure 1. Raw DNMS performance.  A. Number of trials performed before reaching performance 

criteria before implant (white background) and after implant (gray background).  B. Recognition 

performance (percent correct) at 15, 60, and 120 second delay intervals before implant (white 

background) and after implant (gray background). 
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Figure 2.  Correcting for age-related performance changes.  Quantile regression estimated the 

unique distribution of performance scores across the rhesus lifespan (transparent patches).  

Each experimental animal’s (colored dots) raw performance metrics were converted to a 

relative percentile compared to age-matched controls (gray dots).   A. Number of trials 

performed before reaching performance criteria before implant was best fit with a second-

order model.  B-C. Recognition performance (percent correct) at 15, 60, and 120 second delay 

intervals were best fit with first-order models. 
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Converting each experimental test score, to an age-corrected percentile and repeating 

the same statistical tests revealed a similar pattern of results (Figure 3).  Because performance 

metrics now reflected performance relative to age matched controls, the main effect of delay 

interval, as expected, was no longer significant (p=.34).  Additionally, effects of test vs. retest 

and interactions also remained nonsignificant (p>.09).  Pairwise Mann-Whitney U-tests 

revealed that performance at the fifteen second delay interval increased at retest (p=0.03, 

uncorrected), however uncorrected p-values are inappropriate for this comparison and the 

effect does not pass a .05 alpha level when applying the Bonferroni correction (p=.15, 

corrected). Pairwise comparisons for performance at sixty second, one hundred twenty second, 

and average across delay intervals were nonsignificant (p>.2, uncorrected).  Overall, this 

suggests that hyperdrive implant does not significantly affect DNMS performance in healthy 

rhesus macaques. 

 

Figure 3.  Percentile corrected DNMS performance.  A. Age-matched percentile of number of 

trials performed before reaching performance criteria before implant (white background) and 

after implant (gray background).  Higher percentiles indicate lower performance.  B. Age-

matched percentile of recognition performance (percent correct) at 15, 60, and 120 second 
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delay intervals before implant (white background) and after implant (gray background).  Higher 

percentiles indicate better performance. 

 

DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion    

The results of the present analysis suggest that DNMS performance was not significantly 

affected by chronic electrode implants targeting the hippocampus in healthy rhesus macaques. 

This indicates that the initial tissue damage and subsequent foreign body response caused by 

hyperdrive implant was not sufficient to disrupt hippocampal circuits and impair recognition 

memory performance as suggested by (Baxter and Murray, 2001) for small lesions.   

Another important aspect of our study is that no electrical stimulation of brain regions 

was conducted, making our data of particular interest to research into clinical DBS, where the 

effects of chronic electrode implantation are confounded with the effects of the electrical 

stimulation and potential interactions due to the use of patient populations.  Our data 

complement findings that suggest chronic electrode implantation paired with electrical 

stimulation typically result in minor, if any, cognitive side effects.  For instance, an investigation 

comparing bilateral DBS of basal ganglia structures compared to non-invasive medical therapy 

showed small, yet significant, decreases in measures of working memory and processing speed 

(Weaver et al., 2009).  A meta-analysis summarizing the work on subthalamic nucleus DBS to 

treat Parkinson’s, however, concluded that “cognitive and psychiatric effects are relatively rare” 

(Benabid et al., 2009).  In the hippocampus, stimulation as a treatment of temporal lobe 

epilepsy was found to cause no significant difference in neuropsychological examinations 

before versus after implantation and stimulation (Tellez-Zenteno et al., 2006). Additionally, 

stimulation of the subgenual cingulate in subjects with treatment-resistant depression showed 

no adverse cognitive effects and some improvements on frontal cortical dependent tasks 
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(Mayberg et al., 2005).  In each of these cases, the cognitive outcomes could not be 

disentangled from the use of neural stimulation.  When taken together with the current study, 

the emerging picture is that the brain is quite resilient to the disturbances caused by chronically 

implanted electrodes. 

One caveat with the current data is that although we find no differences in performance 

pre- versus post-implantation, our control group did not undergo a second round of DNMS 

testing and therefore, it is possible that a control group would have performed better at retest 

than first test.  Thus, one interpretation of our data is that chronic implants left behavior intact 

but may have blocked improvements that may otherwise have resulted from additional 

practice.  Arguing against this interpretation, a previous study observed no improvement in 

accuracy in their control groups at re-test compared to the original test (Zola-Morgan et al., 

1989). This suggests that DNMS performance is relatively resistant to practice effects.  Another 

limitation is that different age groups could be differentially affected by implantation.  Our 

experimental animals were sampled sparsely across the full age range of the rhesus macaque, 

and thus, we cannot rule out that samples at other ages than examined here might show 

differing resilience to electrode implantation.  In the clinical literature, DBS has been shown to 

produce little or no cognitive side effects across a wide age range; however, each age group 

was tested in different patient populations, with different brain regions targeted. 

 Overall, the current data suggest that researchers who use chronic implants to study the 

brain can be cautiously optimistic about the effects of their implants on brain function.  There 

currently exists a wide assortment of form factors of neural implants.  Our results suggest that 

deep, dispersed (~.5 mm between individual electrodes) implants containing tens of electrodes 
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do not significantly disrupt critical brain circuits for cognitive function.  As the applications and 

technologies of neural implants continue to advance, further work will be needed in order to 

understand the potential impact on memory. 
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Chapter IV: Chapter IV: Chapter IV: Chapter IV: General Discussion and General Discussion and General Discussion and General Discussion and Future DirectionsFuture DirectionsFuture DirectionsFuture Directions    
 The findings presented here provide new insights and opens doors for future in vivo 

hippocampal subfield research.  Chapter II provides novel methods for creating a hippocampal 

atlas that yields accurate subfield definitions that are representative of true individual 

variability across the life span of rhesus macaques.  The work presented here will serve as a 

foundation on which to answer several pressing empirical questions and to develop further 

methodological improvements in subfield identification.  Chapter III provides new evidence that 

deep, dispersed neural recording implants containing tens of electrodes do not significantly 

disrupt critical brain circuits necessary for cognitive function, and complement a growing 

literature that suggests neural implants are, at least, “cognitively” safe.  

 Using the probabilistic atlas of Chapter II, I first hope to address the degree of individual 

variability seen in subfield volume and location.  Current subfield identification methods used in 

humans are highly geometric and require drawing support lines and boxes (Entis et al., 2012; 

Mueller et al., 2007; Pluta et al., 2012), and thus enforce nearly the same template on all 

subjects.  It has been noted that whole hippocampal volume correlates with memory 

performance and learning (Maguire et al., 2000; Ystad et al., 2009), and preliminary data 

suggests that CA3/DG volume specifically correlates with associative memory and pattern 

separation performance (Doxey and Kirwan, 2015; Shing et al., 2011).  With more accurate 

measurements of subfield volume and how much it varies subject to subject, it may be possible 

to gain a more thorough understanding of each hippocampal subfield’s unique computational 

role in the support of episodic memory.  An understanding of individual variability would allow 

a better understanding of existing functional MRI studies.  In fMRI research, group level analysis 
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typically involves warping all subjects to a common space and using one set of subfield labels to 

locate the position of a group effect (Bakker et al., 2008; Copara et al., 2014; Stokes et al., 

2015).  This type of approach, however, fails to capture the full extent of individual variability 

and thus, an understanding of which subfield boundaries are highly consistent between 

subjects and which are more variable would be helpful in determining how confident the field 

should be in regionally specific effects uncovered by these studies. 

 Next, I hope to develop methods to explore for correspondence between features of 

MR intensity and properties of Nissl-stained sections such as cell density, cell orientation, or 

capillary density.  If consistent correspondence between such features can be demonstrated, it 

would constitute a significant advance in subfield demarcation and provide a clear path of 

translation between our macaque dataset and the human hippocampus.  Alternatively, any 

correspondence between MR intensity and capillary density would be a significant contribution 

beyond subfield identification.  There is a significant body of evidence linking neurovascular 

health with cognitive aging (Warsch and Wright, 2010).  Thus mapping the neurovasculature 

could uncover which brain regions face the most risk of vascular damage.  Linking MR intensity 

to vasculature could also lead to important methodological improvements in fMRI research.  

Blood oxygen level dependent signal is decreased in regions of high capillary density (Ogawa et 

al., 1993), and thus general measures of activity generated from fMRI, as well as more 

advanced measures such as granger prediction and resting state connectivity are conflated with 

regional vasculature (Tak et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2013; Wilson, 2014).  Understanding the link 

between vasculature and fMRI based activity measures thus, constitutes an important 

challenge that could be addressed with this line of research. 
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 Another area for future development is to create methods to automatically label 

subfields in vivo.  The subfield labels generated to construct the probabilistic atlas of chapter II 

along with MRI images from the same subjects constitute the first verifiably accurate labeled 

dataset of structural images and hippocampal subfield labels.  In addition to serving as the basis 

for my own attempts to automate in vivo subfield identification, it is my hope that this dataset 

can become the “ruler,” with which, the field measures the accuracy of in vivo subfield 

identification algorithms.  A key contributor to the recent developments in predictive modelling 

and machine learning has been adoption of the so called “common task framework” (Donoho, 

2015).  The key features of this framework are a publically available labeled dataset, a group of 

competitors who attempt to best each other by building the most accurate predictive model, 

and a set of objective measures to score each predictive model.  There are now several recent 

attempts to automate subfield identification (Augustinack et al., 2013; Fischl et al., 2009; 

Iglesias et al., 2015; Pipitone et al., 2014; Van Leemput et al., 2009; Wisse et al., 2016b; 

Yushkevich et al., 2015b; Yushkevich et al., 2010), and many of the researchers working on such 

attempts have recently acknowledged that accurate labels are lacking, and that this inaccuracy 

negatively impacts their models (Wisse et al., 2016a).  Thus, by making the atlas dataset 

presented in chapter II publically available, it is my hope to move toward an innovative and 

collaborative future in automatic hippocampal subfield segmentation via the common task 

framework. 

 Finally, chapter III demonstrated that chronic bilateral hyperdrive implants did not affect 

DNMS performance in our sample of young and old rhesus macaques.  This finding 

complements work suggesting that implantation of electrodes for the purpose of deep brain 
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stimulation results in minor if any cognitive side effects (Benabid et al., 2009; Mayberg et al., 

2005; Tellez-Zenteno et al., 2006; Weaver et al., 2009).  Recently, there has been significant 

interest in creating brain machine interfaces that can augment memory performance in humans 

(Ezzyat et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2016; Miranda et al., 2015; Suthana et al., 2012).  Such efforts 

are currently limited to short term studies performed with intractable epilepsy patients, 

however, the eventual goal of this research is to augment memory in those suffering from 

cognitive disorders such as mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease (Opris, 2017).  The 

work presented here suggests, and will hopefully contribute to, a bright future for memory 

augmentation devices.  The methods presented in chapter II provide novel tools that can more 

accurately identify which hippocampal regions are in most need of augmentation and can even 

help target these devices to their desired position within the hippocampal circuit.  Finally, the 

results of our study on neural implants suggest that chronic implants placed deep into the 

hippocampus are unlikely to produce memory deficits, a key piece of knowledge in moving 

toward memory augmentation in other patient populations.  
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